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Kennet Rooth, CEO and Lars Sandström, CFO

Summary of Q2 2011
• Good volume growth; total revenues -4% as reported, but +7% adjusted for FX
and discontinued products
• Sales of existing product portfolio increased 11%, adjusted for FX
• Gross margin was 56,4%, higher than Q1 ( 52.8%) but lower than Q2 2010 (60.7%)
-Primarily affected by FX and higher ReFacto® volume at lower unit price

• Lower operating expenses as previously decided cost-saving measures are being
implemented
• Rights issue successfully completed in June
-Net debt reduced by SEK 594 M
-Increased financial flexibility and opportunity for BD activities/new products

• All phase III studies run according to plan

• Geoffrey McDonough appointed new CEO as of August 15
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Summary of H1 2011
• Good volume growth, revenues +3% as reported and +14% adjusted for FX and
discontinued products
• Gross margin was 54.5% (62.4%)
-Primarily affected by FX
-Higher production volume and validation batches leading to a lower average unit price for ReFacto®

• Lower operating expenses
• Product launches initiated in several countries
- Willfact/Wilfactin, Yondelis, Ruconest, Removab, Multiferon

• New distribution deal signed for Removab
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Lars Sandström, CFO

Revenue trend
Total revenues Q2 2010 – Q2 2011
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EBITA trend
Q2 2010 – Q2 2011
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* EBITA excluding impact of Multiferon®:
SEK 31.4 M and margin 6.4%

Cash Flow before financing (excl acq.)
Q2 2010 – Q2 2011
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Net debt
Q2 2010 – Q2 2011
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Net debt / EQ

• Net debt to equity: 12%
• Rights issue: SEK 594 M

Kennet Rooth, CEO

Product revenues
• Orfadin: strong growth +7% as reported (+19% FX adj.)
• Kineret: - 9% as reported after strong Q1 (+3% FX adj.)
• Yondelis: strong growth +39% as reported (+45% FX adj.)

• Multiferon: strong growth +104% as reported (+120% FX adj.)
• Ammonaps: -1% as reported (+7% FX adj.), supply situation
resolved during the quarter
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Markets - Europe
• Strong growth in Nordic countries + 5% as
reported and +23% adjusted for FX and
discontinued products
• Sales in rest of Europe flat as reported (-1%)
and +6% adjusted for FX, despite 2010 price
decreases
• No further mandatory price decreases,
timelines for pricing approvals ”normalizing”

• Kineret® - strong volume growth in most
countries
• Kepivance®- sales stabilizing
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Kineret® in Germany
Example of volume growth vs reported sales
• German region our largest European sales region
• Kineret is Sobi´s largest selling product (excluding ReFacto®)
• 26% volume growth in German region Q2 2011 vs Q2 2010
-FX effect ~ -10%
-Price effect ~ -10% ( 10% increase of mandatory discount August 1, 2010)
-Reported revenue growth ~6%
• Increased distribution cost due to higher volume
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Markets – Americas and RoW
Contract organization and
distribution partner
In North America

• After a strong Q1 in North America,
sales decreased by 21% in Q2
(+5% FX adj.).
Distribution partner
in Australia and
New Zeeland

Distribution partner
in the Middle East and Israel

• Sales started in Russia and
additional countries in Middle East.
• After period of zero sales to
Northern Africa, first order
received in June.

• Sales in RoW +127% (+194% FX adj.)
China partner
underway
Distribution partner
in South Korea
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Research & Development
Indication

Product/Project

Partner

Hemophilia A

rFVIIIFc

BiogenIdec

Hemophilia B

rFIXFc

BiogenIdec

Prevent growth retardation in premature infants

Kiobrina®

CAPS

Kineret®

Pernicious anemia

Nascobal®

Activity
Kiobrina® (prevent growth retardation): phase III data
Nascobal® (pernicious anemia): European registration application

Phase I

Strativa

Expected timing
2013
H2 2011

rFIXFc (hemophilia B): report phase III data

2012

rFVIIIFc (hemophilia A): report phase III data

2012
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Phase II

Phase III

Reg phase

Outlook for full year 2011
• Uncertainty remains about the recovery in the global economy
and currencies
• Good growth in volume, revenues expected to increase by 1-5%
• Increased manufacturing and shipments of ReFacto® during 2011
• Gross margin lower than 2010

• Continued focus on decreasing internal cost base
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DISCLAIMER
In order to utilize the ‘Safe Harbor’ provisions of the United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995,
Swedish Orphan Biovitrum is providing the following cautionary statement. This presentation contains forwardlooking statements with respect to the financial condition, results of operations and businesses of Swedish Orphan
Biovitrum. By their nature, forward-looking statements and forecasts involve risk and uncertainty because they
relate to events and depend on circumstances that will occur in the future. There are a number of factors that
could cause actual results and developments to differ materially from that expressed or implied by these forwardlooking statements. These factors include, among other things, the loss or expiration of patents, marketing
exclusivity or trade marks; exchange rate fluctuations; the risk that R&D will not yield new products that achieve
commercial success; the impact of competition, price controls and price reductions; taxation risks; the risk of
substantial product liability claims; the impact of any failure by third parties to supply materials or services; the risk
of delay to new product launches; the difficulties of obtaining and maintaining governmental approvals for
products; the risk of failure to observe ongoing regulatory oversight; the risk that new products do not perform as
we expect; and the risk of environmental liabilities.

